
Socio-relational dynamics within
pre-adolescence’s class groups: 

the influence of virtual environments 
and the presence of digital tools.

Societal Issues / Stakes of the research

Conceptual Framework

Research Methods

Expected Outcomes

From an early raw data analysis these categories of interpretation have emerged:

From teachers:
> double effect of virtual environments (VE) on the students: positive and negative at the 
same time
> positive influence of VE on students with disabilites (inclusion)
> awareness that students are capable of a very negative use of ICTs
>> teachers that describe themselves as “tech-skeptic” are, in fact, very open and propo-
sitive
> some teachers think that relational dynamics within the class are not their concern 
(online and offline): “I am here to teach”

From students:
> the fact to bring at schools their mobile phones to feel safer and to coordinate with pa-
rents and friends
> the fact that communicate through VE give them more confidence, but, on the other 
hand, most of the sample said that “it’s better to tell things face-to-face, only it’s difficult”
> many students used a language “sms-like” and many slang word (part of their culture)
> presence of more than one chat-group within the classrooms
> many references to the “romance” aspect of virtual enviroments, especially among 
girls
> sport and videogames are the most relevant participatory cultures among the boys

From this phenomenological inquiry, the 
expected result is to identify and gather tools to 
better read, and possibly better understand the 
issue of FVE and NVE and their socio-relational 
influences on class climate, on the students-te-
achers’ and on the teachers-parents’ relation.

Highlight the importance of the relationships’ aspects, and the 
relevance of informal virtual exchanges on classrooms’ cliimate.

How do technologies influence/impact on the relations 
between students-students, between students-teachers, 
and between teachers-parents?

How do relations mediated by technologies influence/ 
impact on classroom climate?
                                           What kind of relationship? Formal or informal?
                                           Settled in which VE? Formal or informal?

HHow much students depends on technologies in fulfilling 
their relational-needs?

Research Questions

- being more responsible in choo-
sing, accessing and assessing the 
quality/reliability of information
- being able to create media con-
tent with digital tools
- reflect on one’s own behavior 
(online and offline) with the aim to 
make it more coherent, responsible 
and ethical 
- foster online and offline citizen-
ship

Managing and copying properly with these two dimensions has 
become harder and more delicate: it’s not rare to find episodes 
of misuse of digital tools in schools (especially personal mobile 
devices), conflicts that start in online environments and other 
issues the responsibility of which is not completely clear.

Formal Virtual Environments (FVE): 
Provided by the school officially 
(virtual classroom’s platformes, official email accounts, etc...)

Non-formal Virtual Environments (NVE):
VE not officially recognised by the school and that
students and adults use through their own initiative.
((facegroup pages, group chats, and others virtual social spaces)


